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ANTIQUE LIFESTYLE
– A romantic joiner kitchen made in exclusive craftmanship
Among our kitchen collections are the beautiful design series Antique Lifestyle. The collection is inspired by the romantic English country style and will
surely fascinate anyone who enters your home.
Antique lifestyle is defined by its authentic look. The handcrafted details make it both a charming and elegant design. A well-balanced mix of romantic
atmosphere and Scandinavian simplicity. Behind the beautiful exterior is a modern and functional interior. All fittings, drawer tracks and other
features are up-to-date and will improve the overall work experience in the kitchen. The Antique Lifestyle series is a combination of everything you
want in a kitchen.

FROM IDEA TO REALITY
Through the years the design has become somewhat of a classic. It was created nearly two decades ago. A customer contacted us with a clear idea of
her dream kitchen – a design combination of the romantic English country style and Danish “hygge”. The assignment was challenging, but also marks
an excitingly innovative time.
The colour of a kitchen often dominates the first impression of the room. In this case it had to fuse Nordic design with English nostalgia, which to us
meant finding the right balance between light and shadow. We succeeded in creating a nuance that adds an antique feel and warmth to the kitchen. It
complements the room regardless of the season and is adaptable to all housing types. In other words, the Antique Lifestyle is a design that integrates
with your living situation no matter where that might be.

AN ORIGINAL DESIGN
The style has since its creation been imitated in the industry, but our original design remains unique. Antique Lifestyle has its entirely own finish. Every
detail is made according to traditional craftmanship and in quality material.
The interior of the kitchen is continuously upgraded to meet current trends within functionality and comfort. For example, all drawers are delivered with
Blumotion, a full slide function, and Softlock, a soft closing-system. The height adjustable system, BASELIFT, is another possible upgrade. Combine an
antique lifestyle with ergonomic technology and make life in the kitchen a positive experience every day.
Regardless of when you purchase an Antique Lifestyle kitchen, the design will forever remain timeless modern and add value to your home for many
years to come. Get a kitchen with long-lasting authenticity - get a romantic joiner kitchen.
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